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The product consists of a small C# console application which will decompile your assemblies. If the output from a decompiler (e.g. ILDASM) is in standard MSIL format, it will be used as input for the Signer Product Key. It will modify that assembly's signature in order to be able to create strong named assemblies out of the unsigned
ones. After that, it will simply create a new assembly with ILASM and will update the strong named references to match the new assembly. Licensing Author holds the copyright for this program. It's completely free for any purpose. No special licensing is needed, usage and ownership is allowed as you please. Reasons for Release I
wanted to make a small tool and I needed a good framework to achieve this. The big thing with tools is that they have to be reliable. If you have issues with your tool, you can't just proceed anyway. Most of the components and interfaces of Signer Serial Key are tested and are usable for daily usage. Information about this tool The
tool is working fine, but you don't know how it's working and how it is stable because it's built from ground up. This means that you can use it for free as you please. I am not working on it anymore, but I might decide to change this product in the future. All three methods use a static / global called CheckCryptographicVersion
method. This method could be an option in the future and in that case we could be changing the code to the new methods. After some discussion, the answer was to move this method to a new class of the same name. This is the class for which we migrated our unit tests. The main change is that we've put the
System.Security.Cryptography.dll into the AppDomain. The method basically checks whether we're running in the 64 bit version of the.NET framework. If we are, we attempt to decrypt the string "2014". If we get back "2014", we can check the string to see if it matches the version number. This should mean we're not running on a
32 bit version. You mention there is a version in the mscorlib.dll that exists for 32 bit platforms. But that is only part of the time where it appears. In order to make sure we check that mscorlib.dll has that version. We check it's version and if it's not there, we use the mscorlib
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Signer is a set of tools that allow you to strong name and sign unsigned assemblies. With Signer your assemblies can be strong named after they have been created. Also you can create and sign the interop assemblies required by your applications so they can use the custom libraries. Creating the Strong Names: Create a new
Visual Studio Project with File/New/Project. Choose Signing/Strong Names as a project type. Add your public key and sign all assemblies. After these are signed simply update the strong named references and run a build with one command line. For example: ildasm yourstrongnamesigner.dll > yourstrongnamed.il Strong Named
Reference: You can have signer create a strong named reference for your strong named assemblies with the following command line. ildasm yourstrongnamed.dll --publickey X509_Thumbprint --name "StrongNameKey" --outdir d:\yourstrongnamed.snk --publickey D:\path\to\your\publickey.snk If you want to change the strong
named reference name use the --name parameter. Signing the Interop Assemblies If you need to sign the interop assemblies you can do so by using the interop assembly.dll from the strong named assemblies. Run the following command line: ildasm yourstrongnamed.dll --publickey X509_Thumbprint --name "StrongNameKey"
--outdir d:\yourstrongnamed.snk This will create a strong named reference which can be used in the following way: System.Runtime.InteropServices.GacClassLoader gacClassloader = new System.Runtime.InteropServices.GacClassLoader(d:\yourstrongnamed.snk); The above will sign the interop assemblies with the default values. If
you need to have a custom strong named key, the GacClassLoader has a constructor that takes a parameter: GacClassLoader(X509KeyPublicKeyInfo thumbprint, string name); Here you can supply a key or a collection of public keys to be used to sign the interop assemblies. To get a collection you can use e.g. the gacutil tool. Good
references: voodoo sn Links: b7e8fdf5c8
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Signer is a visual tool for creating strong named assemblies for Microsoft Visual Studio 2005/2008. It is extensible via a.NET class and can be used without Visual Studio by using Ildasm. VS Error Support This tool was successfully tested with Visual Studio 2005 and Visual Studio 2008. The signatures are recognized by the.NET
framework and therefore every time the program is run, it will update the strong names. Of course, you can manually update your strong names for all assemblies. Supported and Unsupported Assemblies The tool was tested on many projects of various sizes. Unsigned assemblies of.NET 3.5, 4.0 and 4.5 are supported. The
signatures can be recognized even on 32 bit applications that target x86, on 64 bit applications that target x64 as well as on 64 bit applications that target itanium with ILDASM (x64). The tool supports C++/CLI projects as well. The signatures are recognized for P/Invoke (C/C++ assemblies) targets that are P/Invoke aware. The tool
also recognizes existing public keys (Microsoft the well known public keys for.NET 2.0 and 3.0.NET assemblies.) Targeting ILASM Signer is able to make use of ILDASM for.NET decompiling and parsing assemblies to IL. The IL parsing is done by the Metapackage "StrongNameLibraryParser" located in
%VS_INSTALL_DIR%\Common7\IDE\ItemTemplates\Assemblies\Strong Names\Visual C++ 2008\Metapackage.dll. This is where any type from any assembly is added if it is strong named. NOTE: Assemblies compiled to target x86 should be labeled as IL. Supported Modules and the Strong Names Editor Visual Studio provides a Strong
Names Editor that can be used to create strong names. This is the.NET code editor that appears when you right click on a referenced strong named assembly. The.NET 3.5 and.NET 4.0 versions of the tool provide the Visual Studio 2005 and Visual Studio 2008 Strong Names tool as the module StrongNamesEditor.exe. These modules
will be found in %VS_INSTALL_DIR%\Common7\IDE\CommonExtensions\Microsoft\VsTools\CodeDom\vstt\StrongNamesEditor. The.NET 4.5 version of the tool provides the Visual Studio 2012 Strong Names tool as

What's New in the?

There are two steps involved to sign a project. The first one is the extraction of the IL from the assembly, the second one is that you use the Signer.exe application to sign your assemblies. Signer.exe: After you decompile the assembly Signer will extract the IL from it (ILASM) and will work with your signed assemblies. Using
Signer.exe: This is a small console application you can download from my site. You will have to give it the path to the asm file you want to sign, the path to your certificate file (including the public key) and the path to your strong name key file. Signer.exe -a asmpath -i publickey.cer -k keyfile.snk -o signedoutput.asm In a new
window you can open the assembled assembly and sign it with: casprefix=signer -i publickey.cer -k keyfile.snk -o file.asm Where casprefix is just a handy way to specify the assemblies to sign, e.g.: "myProject.dll" "otherProject.dll" "*.*" Check out the example on the website. Compiling: I have not found any way to sign assemblies
outside VS. I suggest to extract the IL into a new assembly (ILASM), compile and debug the new assembly (e.g. Windows Forms application) and do the necessary modifications. Then use ILASM to convert the assembly to MSIL and sign it (signer.exe). This is the whole process: 1. Compile.NET Assembly 2. Decompile.NET Assembly 3.
Convert Signing IL Assembly 4. Sign Signing IL Assembly 5. Re-Sign Assembly The Signing IL Assembly is achieved by compiling the.NET code with the signing type (signing and security). You will have to decompile a signed assembly (Assembly2.il) with ILASM to get the MSIL code. Assembly1.exe -r:Assembly2.il You can then modify
the MSIL code (fixing/replacing) and recompile it with ILASM. Assembly1.exe -r:Assembly2.il -t:signing -o:Assembly1.exe You will have to sign an unsigned assembly that you have decompiled. Assembly1.exe -
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System Requirements For Signer:

Windows XP Home or Professional Quad-Core CPU, 2.8 GHz minimum 2 GB RAM (32-bit) Video Card with OpenGL 2.0 or above (128 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible video card) DirectX 10 compatible video card with at least 3 GB RAM (optional) DirectX 9.0c compatible video card (optional) Please note: The specs above are not updated
with new release of patch. So, if you get an error of DirectX, GPU, RAM or the like, you
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